
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:

Barrie has a match next Saturday (Mar 26) and Burlington has moved their match a week forward
so it is now next Sunday (Mar 27).  Please pre-register for these matches - details are on the web
site.

 
Most covid restrictions should be lifted soon, but note that most matches will still require pre-
registration. It makes things easier for the match organizers, and for those matches that serve
food, it gives them a better idea of how much to provide.

Registration for this year's Regionals in London should be ready next week - just a few more
details to finish.

The gun ban/confiscation has gone so well that they've moved the deadline to October 2023. 
 

No matches this weekend, so we'll have a quick rule review instead.

Rule Review - by Legendary Lawman and Serenity
 

What are the limits for the TO safely assisting a shooter on the firing line with a problem
with a firearm?

 
You might remember that the ROC approved providing a tool to the shooter to resolve a gun
stoppage. But, if the TO sees the cause of the malfunction, knows how to fix it and the shooter
wants help, can they further assist?

 
The short answer is NO.  The ROC approved providing a tool to a shooter to resolve a gun
stoppage, but NOT taking control of the firearm to remedy the situation.  (Jan 29, 2020)

Since all TOs are not created equal, nor do they all have the same skills and experience, not to
mention the possible danger of someone jumping in on the firing line and touching a firearm, the
TO must limit their assistance to a tool and verbal advice.

 
 Don't forget to check out the classifieds. 

 
You can help support gun owners and fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such
as Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights , The Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The
 National Firearms Association or  The Gun Blog (among others).  

 
Next Matches:   Barrie March 26; Burlington March 27; Wentworth April 3

 

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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